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“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not

fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself but

not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a

defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will

succumb in every battle.” ― Sun Tzu, The Art of War

卷⼀：知已知彼

卷⼆：苦練開始

卷三：梅姨開⽰ 2

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3200649


Know yourself.

Know the test.

Use strategies.
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卷⼀：
知⼰之彼
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What's a band 7? Fluency and Coherence
• speaks at length without noticeable effort or loss
of coherence 
• may demonstrate language-related hesitation at
times, or some repetition and/or self-correction 
• uses a range of connectives and discourse
markers with some flexibility

Lexical Resource
• uses vocabulary resource flexibly to discuss a
variety of topics 
• uses some less common and idiomatic
vocabulary and shows some awareness of style
and collocation, with some inappropriate choices 
• uses paraphrase effectively5



What's a band 7? Grammatical Range and
Accuracy
• uses a range of complex structures with some
flexibility 
• frequently produces error-free sentences,
though some grammatical mistakes persist

Pronunciation
• shows all the positive features of Band 6 and
some, but not all, of the positive features of
Band 8
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Part 1: 1+1答題法
 解釋原因1.6. 提供細節

5. 未來計劃

4. 發⽣頻率 3. 提出⽐較

2. 舉例說明
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What's your favourite dish?

Mapo tofu.
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What's your favourite dish?
I love anything spicy. Food just tastes better when it's spicy.1.

5. I love anything spicy. Actually, I'm going to have spicy hot pot 
    this evening with a few good friends!

3. I love anything spicy. I'm better now but I used to put chilli
    sauce on everything.

4. I love anything spicy. I always add chilli sauce to everything.

2. I love anything spicy. My favourite spicy dish is Indian curry.

6. I love anything spicy. Not that I care, but I heard that spicy 
    food can help with weight loss!9



Part 2: ⼼智圖答題法

W Hotel

設施遺憾

客房

服務
窗景

Describe a hotel.
You should say:
        where the hotel was
        why you stayed at that
        particular hotel
        give details of the hotel
        and the view from it
and explain what makes the
hotel special.
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Part 2: ⼼智圖答題法

W Hotel

設施遺憾

客房

服務
窗景

minibar

泳池

101
海南

雞飯

好貴
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• If you’re looking for a decent hotel to stay at in Taipei, I definitely recommend The W Hotel. I just
celebrated my birthday there in September and it was an absolutely amazing experience.

• First of all, as soon as I checked in, I received a bag of chocolate brownie biscuits as my birthday present
from the hotel. I normally don’t eat sweets, but I ate them all because they were just so yummy.

• Our room was on the 27th floor, so as soon as I walked into the room, I was overwhelmed by the view
overlooking Taipei. The giant glass windows made the room so bright and spacious. Taipei 101 was really
close to us. It had such a luxurious and party-like vibe, as though we were in the VIP room at a high-profile
night club. The décor was just so chic, modern and minimal, which I love! When I opened the minibar I was
pleasantly surprised by the variety of booze they had, including red wine, white wine, Prosecco, rum, vodka
– you name it! They even provided a shaker for us to mix our own drinks. How sweet!

• My date and I went down to the Woo Bar to have a few more drinks in the evening for a change of
atmosphere. It was very convenient to have a chic bar right inside the hotel. We later ordered room service,
which was recommended by so many friends, and the Indonesian fried rice lived up to its reputation. It was
rather spicy but really delicious.

• We got room service again in the morning. This time we ordered blueberry yogurt, croissants and muffins
with two pots of coffee. It was just so nice to eat breakfast in our own space while enjoying the city view.
Oh, did I mention the night view? It was really a million-dollar view!

• All in all, I have to say it was an unforgettable experience to spend a night at the W Hotel. It was a great
place in such a great location – the city centre. However, they only allow you to check in after 4pm and you
have to check out by 12 the next day. So, we didn’t really have time to explore other facilities in the hotel,
like the pool and the gym, which are supposed to be really good too! And of course, it’s a bit pricey.
Perhaps next time I should plan a two-night stay there!
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EXPLANATION

CONCESSION

ANSWERPart 3: 
AEC 答題法

EXAMPLE

CONCLUSION

OR

OR
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Who goes to coffee shops in your country? Young people or old people?

Young people. 

Young people like to hang out in coffee shops. 

When I go to Starbucks, most customers there are in their 20's or 30's.

But I guess more and more older people are going to coffee shops.

Nowadays, you see people from all walks of life in cafes.

問題

回答

解釋

舉例

讓步

結論
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什麼是充滿熱情、感性⼜
讓⼈⽿⽬⼀新的答案？
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Part 3: What can be done to alleviate
poverty?

Part 1: Do you like dancing?
            What kind of dancing do people in
            your country like?

Part 2: Describe a person you admire.
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Lexical Resource
Collocation
名詞配名詞

selfie stick
convenience store
people skill
greenhouse effect
child support
tourist attraction
death toll

動詞系列

go for a swim/walk
go on a diet
go for a run
break a habit
get a raise
do the shopping
know by heart

複合形容詞/其他
6 minute English
five-page document
part-time job
mouth-watering dish
labour-intensive work
time-saving tool
solar cell

LeedsMayi 搭配詞    https://www.leedsmayi.com/learning-resources/common-writing-mistakes-3 18



To tell you the truth, ...
Don't miss the boat!
It sounds like Greek to me.
We're in the same boat, so don't complain! 
She's hands down the nicest person I know.
My mum always says I'm a loose cannon.
Once in the blue moon, ...
I've decided to take the high road and forgive her.
I'm a bundle of nerves because of this speaking test.

Lexical Resource
Idiomatic expressions
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Grammatical Range and Accuracy
Good control of grammar 

 動詞不要錯

 時態不要錯

 介系詞不要錯

 the 不要亂⽤

 單複數名詞不要錯

 ⽐較級不要錯

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. 主被動式不要錯

8. 假設語氣不要錯

9. 關代不要錯

10. 主詞連貫性不要錯

11. 連接詞不要⼀次出現兩個

12. 避免中式英⽂ 20



Phonemes 單字發⾳

 Words stress 單字重⾳

 Sentence stress 句⼦重⾳

 Weak and strong form 弱⾳與強⾳

1.

2.

3.

4.

Pronunciation

Pronunciation features
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and
chef
won
illustrator
image
programmer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pronunciation

常⾒發⾳/
重⾳錯誤舉例 句⼦重⾳與強弱⾳

I was born and raised in
Keelung, but I've lived in Taipei
for the past 15 years.
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Enjoy learning. 

Getting a good score on the
IELTS test is not and should not
be your destination.

Learning is a life long journey.

TIP 1:

卷三：梅姨開⽰
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TIP 2:

Be passionate!

Cultivate a hobby or
two.
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TIP 3:
WORK ON YOUR
WEAKNESSES
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TIP 4:
Be truthful to yourself!

You can't pretend to be at a higher
level.

Always use words that you know
how to use. 26



Be interesting!

Be fun!

TIP 5:
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⾥茲螞蟻⽂教

https://www.leedsmayi.com/

service@leedsmayi.com.co

@leedsmayi 

GET IN TOUCH
WITH US
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1. 有填有禮，今天晚上 24:00 截⽌。

 

連結：https://forms.gle/feeofcZDCwPVj44o6

 

2. Vclass 三步驟邁向進階英⽂⼝說課程優惠

 

優惠碼: leedsmayi0824 (83折 2021/8/27 23:59 前有效)
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